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Canon CanoScan LiDE 70
The attractive looks are undermined by average image quality,
although it remains good value

T

he latest addition to the Canon’s
scanner range, the LiDE 70
is unusually stylish for such a
functional item. At just 4cm high, it can
be mounted on its side to allow you to
simply drop in single photos or sheets.
Looks aren’t everything, though, and
compared to the excellent Epson V350
Photo (see below) the LiDE 70 has a few
shortcomings. Image quality, for instance,
is merely average: scans were prone to
over-exposure, which meant clipping
of highlights. And our images had less
impact than those of the Epson — colours
were muted and too light, while detail
also took a knock. There was less noise
on the Canon’s images compared to the
Epson’s, but the poor exposures meant
an equal amount of detail was lost in
lighter areas of images.
Speed is another concern. We had
a preview ready in just 18 seconds
— equivalent to the Epson — but final
scanning times were nothing short of
yawn-inducing. A 10 x 7in scan at 600dpi
— the highest resolution most people will

need — took a little over two-anda-half minutes, while an A4 300dpi
scan that took the Epson 24 seconds
took over a minute on the Canon.
A 6 x 4in print at 300dpi was more
reasonable at 22 seconds.
On the plus side, the compact
CIS (contact image sensor) imaging
system uses very little power, so both
data and power are supplied over a
single USB cable. The TWAIN driver is
also excellent and easily as good as
Epson’s. Setting up your image prescan is simple, and there are plenty
of adjustable options to ensure the
best results. A histogram preview is
available, although unlike Epson’s it
isn’t adjustable. The accompanying
software is also good, with ScanSoft
OmniPage SE standing out particularly
for those who regularly need to archive
text documents — an A4 text document
scanned at 150dpi took 22 seconds.
The LiDE 70 is a decent scanner with
particular attraction for those with
limited desk space, given that you can

mount it
sideways. If
you only want to archive
documents or 6 x 4in prints and don’t
mind making post-scan changes to bring
out top quality, it’s so significantly
cheaper than options such as the Epson
V350. But, for the maximum in flexibility
and default quality, we’d recommend
spending the extra on the Epson.
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As seen in

Epson Perfection V350 Photo
An excellent balance of performance, features and image quality
makes the V350 an amazingly flexible choice

G

iven the prevalence of
multifunction devices these
days, you might think that
manufacturers would be neglecting
the flatbed scanner market. Epson is
clearly optimistic, though, as it’s just
replaced the Perfection 3490 Photo
(February 2006, page 42) with the
new V350 Photo.
The V350 has a maximum optical
resolution of 4800dpi, although you’ll
rarely need anything near to get
excellent results — our 6 x 4in scans at
300dpi produced near-perfect images.
Colours were accurately reproduced,
and the detail superbly resolved. The
preview took a mere 12 seconds, and
the final scan 19 seconds.
An A4 photo at 300dpi took just 24
seconds, and saw the same excellent
colour accuracy. Viewed at 100 percent,
some grain became noticeable in darker
areas, but nothing critical. The bundled
TWAIN software remains some of the
best we’ve seen, with a histogram

on previews, as well as tools for
simultaneously scanning multiple
areas of the same document.
The transparency scanner on
the V350 is automatic – just pop in
the leading edge of a strip of
negatives and it’s automatically
wound in. The quality of our
negative scans was generally
high — good enough for archiving and
reprinting, but we again noticed some
noise. Open the lid and you’ll find a holder
for scanning plastic-cased slides manually,
two at a time. We appreciate the build
quality of the V350, which feels as though
it can take a few knocks, and the floating
hinge attaching the cover to the scanner
will prove useful for scanning from books.
The accompanying software bundle is
also good — Abbyy FineReader Sprint is
a useful piece of OCR software, if a little
clunky compared to Readiris Pro 11.
The Canon LiDE 70 may be better
looking, and the V350’s predecessor may
have been significantly cheaper, but the

SCANNER
Price
$131
delivery
From $10
Supplier
www.jantech
computers.com.au
internet
www.canon.com.au

At just 4cm
high, the Canon
LiDE 70 requires
only a single
cable to work.

specifications
48-bit colour CIS;
16-bit greyscale
scanning; 2400 x
4800dpi optical
resolution; USB;
drivers for
Windows 98
onwards

SCANNER
Price
$331
delivery
From $12
Supplier
www.digitalyes.
com.au
internet
www.epson.com.au

The Perfection
handles normal
documents and
transparencies
with equal ease.
Perfection
V350 still comes close
to living up to its optimistic name — for
scanning speed, flexibility and excellent
quality, it wins out.
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specifications
48-bit colour CCD;
16-bit greyscale;
4800 x 9600dpi
optical resolution;
USB; transparency
scanner for 35mm
negatives and
slides; drivers
for Windows 98 SE

